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The develop ment of interest in the p roblem of p ost-war reconstruction has
a history of its own, intimately bound up with the Cold War and its imp act on
the historiograp hy of modern Europ e. This becomes clear once we recognize
that before the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the central p roblematic of this
volume—the reconstruction effort that reshap ed Europ e in the years 1945–
48—did not much figure in Cold War historiograp hy. Insofar as it did, it was

under two distinct rubrics.
One, the dominant one, centred up on what were already by the early 1960s
the key questions: when did the Cold War start, and who started it? Charting
the breakdown of Big Three understanding meant taking a p osition on
whether the rift began in 1943, or 1945, or as late as 1947 or 1948—an issue
of much more than mere academic imp ortance for those concerned...
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